Cultivating
The Leader
In You!

Speaker, Trainer & Change Agent

Greetings,
I’m Craig Harrison…and I am dedicated to Cultivating the Leader in You!
I am here to help you Speak and Lead With Confidence. It’s time.
As a speaker, trainer, consultant, author and coach, this is what I do: help organizations grow their
leaders. I’ve always believed leadership is a learned skill.
I convert professionals to leaders in health care, hospitality, high-tech, public service and other fields,
whether in Fortune 500 companies, start-ups, non-profits, government, NGOs or diverse associations.
The photos you see are from my trainings and keynotes where we engage in experiential training in class
rooms, in the field and at conferences and conventions. Find out what the US Army, Go Green Initiative
Associaton, Hilton Hotels, nolo.com, United Airlines, Wilson Sporting Goods, SGMP, Habitat for Humanity,
Kaiser Permanente, Mills College, the SF CVB, MPI, CalSAE, City of San Jose, UC Santa Cruz Extension of
Silicon Valley and others know: Craig Harrison’s Expressions of Excellence!™ trainings ROCK!
Trainings are interactive, fast-paced and fun. Through use of stories, group activities and interactive
exercises derived from real life scenarios, we brainstorm and problem solve, create and refine processes
and employ best practices to sharpen your leadership skills.
Whether you’re a financial institution, a hospital, a tech support call center or in pubic service hospitality,
I have solutions to help you lead with style, motivate others and build loyalty within your teams and with
your client base.
Please peruse the rest of this brochure to gain a better understanding of the types of programs I offer. I
have also included related, past published articles of mine to give you a feel for the content found in my
programs. As well, I am skilled at customizing, tailoring my materials to your values, needs and campaigns.
My website contains dozens of communication and leadership articles, reference letters from satisfied
clients and supplemental material. Whether you seek programs on, leadership, teambuilding, managing
talent, leading meetings and retreats or various aspects of workplace communication, I have solutions!
I look forward to partnering with you and your organization to lead it to success. LEAD ON!
Craig Harrison
Founder and Chief Excellence Officer
Expressions of Excellence!™
www.CultivateTheLeaderInYou.com
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Orchestrating
Your Leadership
Conductor Craig Harrison, making beautiful music
with your talented ensemble & soloists

Are you an aspiring, emerging or current leader
of an organization, team or work group?
Whether you’re an entrepreneur V.P., manager,
director, coordinator, teacher or coach, you are a
leader. Orchestrating Your Leadership teaches you
to become a more successful and effective leader.
The Leadership Response
In Orchestrating Your Leadership we inventory
your current leadership skills and proclivities,
and demonstrate how in every role and situation
there is a “leadership” response. By understanding the components of effective leadership you
become better able to lead.
In Orchestrating Your Leadership you will:


Rate your current leadership qualities and
learn how to become a high performing
leader in your chosen endeavor.



Develop your vision and mission statements;
Articulate them so as to enlist others in
your cause.



Understand how personal integrity, group
dynamics, role recognition and consensus
all play a part in your success.



Experience what it’s like to recruit and
build a team, agree upon distinct roles,
create a division of labor, attack problems
and work toward achieving common goals.



Experience challenges to your leadership
and experiment with different responses.

Led by Craig Harrison
Benefits to Attendees
 You Will Understand Different Leadership Styles
 Be Able to Recognize “The Leadership Response”
 Learn Ways to Groom Fellow and Future Leaders
 Skillfully Learn to Handle Challenges to Your Leadership

How The Training is Presented
In this fun-filled interactive session, attendees
take turns conducting the orchestra, to understand how others respond to their leadership
style, how we’re all subject to an ever-changing
score, and how to get the best performance out of
musicians of differing temperaments.
Definitions, case studies and anecdotal stories
augment participatory activities.
About Your Presenter
Craig Harrison has effectively chaired boards
of directors, managed corporate departments,
coached sports teams and soundly led non-profits
domestically and internationally with both results
and style! He is the author of Cultivating the
Leader In You! and Stellar Service!

Be A Credible Communicator
Credibility in the workplace means believability. Simply
put, do people believe what you say? Is your reputation
based on a track record of telling the truth? Are your
estimates accurate, your forecasts realistic and your
word solid? Or are you a big talker, a storyteller or a
spin doctor? Strive to be a credible communicator.
The Right Way to Write and Speak
From the moment you submit a résumé and then interview for a job, the credibility counter is activated. Are
your CV's assertions accurate, your chronology factual
and your affiliations, degrees and awards correct?
Whether spoken or written, our communication must
withstand the test for truthfulness.
Whether or not your inaccuracies are uncovered during
the interview process, you can lose your job and damage your career immeasurably when you lie, misstate
or misrepresent your accomplishments. Pulitzer prize
winning authors have been undone, as have supposed
war heroes and many a politician, by aggrandizing or
completely falsifying one's past accomplishments.
You're also susceptible to blackmail when you lie and
are then threatened with exposure. As we've just seen,
there is no "luck of the Irish" involved when you lie
about your credentials, even as the head football coach
for the Notre Dame Fighting Irish.
Your Word is Your Bond
People listen to what you say and how you say it. In
every job situation you have the opportunity to become
known as a person of his or her word. Conversely, you
can become known for shading the truth, telling people
what they want to hear, or parsing words as a defendant might do under cross examination in a courtroom.
We've all heard of the boy who cried wolf so many
times that when a wolf finally appeared, people had
long since stopped listening. This boy's credibility had
long since turned non-existent. The same is true in the
workplace. Whether you cry racism, sexism, ageism or
favoritism it's important that there be credence to your
claims. You do everyone a disservice if you falsely
accuse or ascribe such motives to actions that otherwise occur.
Words Are Sticks and Stones
Beyond misrepresenting your own accomplishments or
capabilities, be cautious of assertions made about others. Character assassination can be fatal to careers,
and not just the person you're blaspheming. Whether
or not you're a manager your words carry a weight to
them that affects others. Gossiping about others or
even spreading half-truths can flag you as dangerous,
untrustworthy and ultimately not promotable material.
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One of the keys to success in the workplace is engendering trust from your co-workers. If you are gossiping
or betraying confidences you destroy your own credibility — as an honorable co-worker, a safe confidante,
and am ally.
Take the High Road
Workplaces provide ample opportunities for you to earn
credibility. Every time you make a deadline, do what
you say you'll do or are there in a time of need for others, the department of the company at large, your credibility rises.
Times when you defend the honor of co-workers who
aren’t present, refuse to engage in gossip, or caution
others to give co-workers the benefit of the doubt, you
are showing wisdom and professionalism, which raises
your credibility in the workplace.
Similarly, when you "say the right thing" or "do the right
thing" in ethical situations your credibility is enhanced.
Tell It Like It Is
Often employees fall down when it comes to admitting
mistakes. The credible communicator can admit errors
or mistakes in a forthright and direct manner. Everyone
makes mistakes, yet the credible communicator can
address them and go about rectifying them, restoring
confidence in him or herself. Those lacking in credibility
might try to cover up, ignore or minimize their folly,
often compounding the error of their ways. Ultimately,
it's less important that you made a mistake, than that
you fixed it and can assure others it won't happen
again.
Know When to Say No
The credible communicator doesn't just tell people what
they want to hear. Life would be easy of we could say
"yes" to every request we received. Yet realistically,
agreeing to something you ultimately can't deliver on is
detrimental to your reputation. Develop the fortitude to
say "no" when it's the right answer, even through it may
not be the popular one. Over the long term, you will be
respected for the accuracy of your assessments, decisions and determinations, even if the news isn't music
to the ears of all who listen. Sometimes the truth isn't
popular or pretty, but a person who is a "straight shooter" is respected by all.
Earning Your Stripes
Strive to boost your credibility rating at work and in
your professional relationships. You'll know you're succeeding when you hear others tell you they know they
can count on you, have confidence in your projections
and feel secure in their knowledge you're on the team.
Don't be in-credible…strive to be incredible!

Craig@ExpressionsOfExcellence.com
(510) 547-0664
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Credibility

Making Honesty and Integrity
Your Policies
with Craig Harrison
It’s better to have character than to be one!
“Character is like a tree
and reputation like its shadow.
The shadow is what we think of it;
the tree is the real thing.”

How The Presentation Is Delivered
Using stories, examples and historical figures from
Lance Armstrong, Bernie Madoff and Joe Paterno to
Mother Theresa and George Washington, we explore how
credibility is established, enhanced or eroded through
words and deeds. Discussions, real life scenarios and

— Abraham Lincoln
As a leader, manager, speaker or professional of
any kind, credibility is essential to your being hired,
promoted, followed, respected and trusted. Are you
credible in the eyes of your co-workers, employees or
managers? Are you believable? Promotable? Electable?
Credibility is the foundation upon which you raise
children, build businesses and establish a career. In a
world that celebrates what’s incredible, your goal should
be that which is credible.

Learning Objectives
 Assess who is credible and who isn’t, and why
 Learn ways of establishing personal credibility in the
workplace: via your language, attire, presence, listening
skills and patterns of performance
 Master the ability to say no with credibility and how to
deliver bad news credibly
 Understand the art of the apology and how to recover from
mistakes to enhance your credibility
 Understand the role of key gender and cultural differences
 Discover ways to build your reputation through words
and deeds

a fun credibility game all help attendees assess others’
credibility using their own value system.

Who Benefits
Whether you are a new or aspiring manager, a newly
elected board member or president, a team leader, new
hire or even an intern or volunteer, this training is for
you!

About Your Presenter
Craig Harrison writes, trains, coaches and speaks about
communication and leadership and their vital role in
professional success. His articles have appeared in the
San Francisco Chronicle, he has been profiled by The Wall
Street Journal, and interviewed by
60 Minutes, BBC Radio, Selling Power
and Business Week magazines. Craig has
trained corporate, academic and non-profit
groups to communicate with clarity and
confidence and chaired various boards of
directors. As 2004-2005 president of the
National Speakers Association’s Northern California
chapter, architect of its Pro-Track Speaker Academy,
past president of the International Customer Service
Assoc. (SF-Silicon Valley chapter), past District Governor
for Toastmasters International and principal of
Expressions of Excellence, Craig has helped thousands
become credible and confident communicators.

Teaming With Success
Workplace
Team-Building Skills
with Craig Harrison
ARE YOU READY TO FORM THE TEAM?
JOIN THE TEAM? LEAD THE TEAM?
Join together with team leader Craig Harrison
to master Teaming with Success. Understand how
shared objectives can lead to shared success.
Develop effective ways to form, motivate, lead
and reward teams for maximum effect. Identify
common obstacles to team building and how to
overcome them.
In Teaming with Success you experience what
it’s like to recruit and build a team, agree upon
distinct roles, create a division of labor, resolve
problems that arise and work toward achieving
common goals.
While there may be no “I” in TEAM, there is
individuality, an important component in every
team. Individual differences and diversity are
often a team’s strength. Learn to leverage them.
Leadership can also be generated from all team
members, not just the official leader. Learn how
each member can lead by example.
Learning Objectives
 Practice Goal setting, team focus and shared vision
 Experience team dynamics through fun activites
 Understand how role clarity yields better result
 Gain strength from diversity
 See teamwork’s effect on internal/external service
 Learn how problems can strengthen the team
 Glean the roles of recognition, rewards in success

How The Presentation is Delivered
Definitions, stories, case studies, and fun group
activities using movement all reinforce team concepts, allowing participants to walk the talk.
The End Result
Team building increases work group
productivity, harmony and esprit de corps.
Employees feel valued as team members,
engendering loyalty.
About Your Presenter
Craig Harrison has worked with Olympians, Hall
of Famers and world class athletes, as well as high
performing corporate leaders in the development
of leadership and team building skills.
The 2004-05 president of the Northern
California chapter of the National Speakers
Association, and a past president of sales and
customer service associations, Craig draws on
sports and traditional management techniques
and group dynamics theory to help others achieve
maximum productivity from their teams.
After this training you and your group will be
teaming with success!

The Leader As Storyteller
How to transmit Knowledge and Values
& Move Hearts and Minds through Storytelling
The shortest distance between truth
and a human being is a story.
— Anthony de Mello
Leaders at all levels can apply storytelling in
powerful ways — to recruit, enroll, inspire and
motivate others. Are you ready to add storytelling to
your repertoire?
Leaders who share stories connect with listeners on
a heart level as well as an intellectual level. Stories are
key to connecting in corporate retreats, strategy
meetings, town hall gatherings and even shareholder
meetings!
Whether you use folk or faily tales, myths, personal
or historical stories or anecdotal stories, you have the
ability to break down barriers, offer new
perspectives, help people find themselves in other
peoples' plights and dilemmas, and inspire them to
tap their own greatness as they create new stories of
triumph.
Learning Objectives
 Learn structures and spines of stories
 Understand how to echo archetypal themes

How The Presentation is Delivered
This interactive program demonstrates the use of
myriad forms of story: the call and response, short
personal stories, keynote stories, pourqoi stories
(why things came to be), creation stories and more.
It also helps attendees uncover their own seeds of
stories and assists them in telling theirs.

About Your Presenter
Speaker, trainer and storyteller Craig Harrison has
been telling and teaching about stories in keynotes,
training, coaching and consulting circles for twenty
years. In 2006 he told stories with 40 other NSN
tellers in the Peoples' Republic of China on a
storytelling cultural exchange, and has told in
Jonesborough TN, from the stage at NSA meetings
and conferences and storytelling festivals. He's
trained docents and meeting planners, financial
planners and salespeople in the art and science of
storytelling. Read some of his National Storytelling
Network articles here:
www.ExpressionsOfExcellence.com/articles.html#Storytelling

 Discover rich storytelling traditions worldwide

Visit Craig's storytelling site:
www.HackinBoo.com

 Learn techniques for authentic telling in your
own voice
 Explore storylines, character development, conflict and resolution and styles of telling
 Prospect your past to uncover personal stories
with universal appeal, and learn how to
tell them

Leading Call & Reponse
in Gengcun, PRC
Training docents at
Bouverie Nature Preserve in California

Sharpening Your

Listening Skills
Contrary to popular opinion, the key to

How This Presentation Is Delivered

communication is not what you say, but what you
hear. Listening skills, not speaking skills, hold the key
to your success. How does that sound to you?
Miscommunication as a result of poor listening skills
costs millions of dollars, countless hours of wasted time,
and even the lives of others. Have I gotten your attention
yet?
Author George Bernard Shaw opined
that “the biggest problem with
communication is the illusion
that it has taken place.” How do you
know others hear your message?
Are you hearing theirs? How well is listening valued in
your organization?

Learning Objectives
LISTENING isn’t a passive skill. It takes intention,
concentration and practice. Yet its benefits are
tangible: greater productivity, improved teamwork, less
dissension, higher retention and much much more.
In this program you will:

Role plays, scripts, stories, fun assessments and exercises all make this training fun, interactive and replicable.

About Your Presenter
Craig Harrison founded Expressions
of Excellence!™ to help professionals
enhance their communication and
leadership skills. Through dynamic keynotes, interactive
training, consulting, coaching and special events Craig
inspires and motivates professionals to shine. Results are
immediate and lasting too.
Craig is past president of Northern California
chapters of the International Customer Service
Association and the National Speakers
Association. His clients include United Airlines,
Pfizer, Wilson Sporting Goods, Chevron, Clorox,
nolo press, Hilton Hotels, GSA, HSMAI, SGMP,
MPI, CalSAE, CIBC/HLC, US Army and KPMG.
Craig is the author of
Stellar Service! and the pocket
book Cultivating the Leader In You!
He also designed and teaches a
popular graduate course on
listening, as well as related courses on
workplace communication skills, credibility
and persuasion skills.

 Learn the difference between hearing and listening
 Become expert at active listening
 Uncover meta-messages embedded within each message
 Understand gender differences in communication styles
 Enhance your stature with peers as a powerful listener
 Master listening skills in meeting situations

International
Customer Service
Association

Listening
The ForgoTTen
CommuniCaTion Skill

His articles and columns have appeared
in Support World, Transaction World,
Executive Excellence and Customer Service.

He’s also been profiled in the Wall Street Journal,
quoted by Business Week and Real Simple, interviewed
by BBC Radio, the SF Chronicle and Orange County
Register.
Invest in your listening skills today!

HUH?
LISTENING
not just for the
Faint of Hearing
Three elderly men were walking down the sidewalk, seemingly in
conversation. The first proclaimed: “Windy, isn’t it?” To which the
second man loudly disagreed: “No, it’s Thursday!” To which the
third senior citizen concurred: “Me too. Let’s get some coffee!”
Apocryphal though this story may be, these grandfathers have an
excuse. They are hard of hearing. What’s our excuse? Are we tired
of hearing? Not listening? Or only partially listening?
Listening is the forgotten communication skill. It helps you understand others, solve problems, convey respect, build consensus and
so much more. And in sales situations, listening uncovers needs,
helps you hear objections and thus allows you to sell more.
Poor listening costs money, wastes time, breeds misunderstanding
and generally leads to less sales and loss of clients. Do I have your
attention yet?
Levels of Listening
At any given time we are partially listening to other people we’re
in conversation with. In our defense, there are distractions of all
sorts: auditory, visual, olfactory and more. There’s ambient noise.
There are interruptions. Distractions may come from other people,
from cell phones and pagers, and from our own noisy mind.
At a basic level, are you hearing everything being said by the
speaker, whether he or she is your conversational partner, or a client, customer or colleague speaking to you?
More than just hearing their words, are you gleaning the meaning
of their sentences?

Painful to Listen To
Add to that the reality that many conversational partners
have issues. Some are:
• Long-winded (use lots of words to say very little)
• Mean-spirited		
• Self-absorbed
• Tall Tales Tellers (liars) • Boastful
• Redundant (they repeat themselves)
• Drama Queens (both genders can be melodramatic)
• Kvetchers (they love to complain)
• Impersonating The Four Tops
(always singing The Same Old Song)
The net effect: listeners tune out. For others, they’re honorary members of The Four Tops…they’re always singing the
same old song!
Active Listening Builds Trust
One way to avoid losing interest or getting distracted while
listening is to engage in active listening. Less passive than
simply absorbing what is being spoken, an active listener
uses ears, eyes, body and mind to engage their conversational partner.
As a person is speaks to you give them eye contact. If you
understand what they are saying, you can nod periodically
to indicate accord. You can also smile in a show of recognition. Should you become confused by what they’re saying,
you can furrow your brow, or tilt your head to indicate,
non-verbally, your uncertainty about what they’re saying.
In these ways you are listening more actively.

And then, there’s the deeper meaning. Can you listen between the
words and sentences for the implied meaning? What is the tenor of
the words being spoken? There are often meta-messages embedded
in the words being spoken. Not everything that is spoken should be
taken at face value.

Chinese Wisdom: ListenTING
The Chinese character TING that forms the verb “to listen”
includes the characters for Ear, Eye, Mind and Heart. This
reflects the reality that, to truly listen, one must involve
more than just one’s ears. It’s a whole-body experience!
o become a mean, lean, selling machine it's time you trim
The basic speaking-listening conundrum
the linguistic fat that weighs your words down. Rid yourself
By now you’ve probably heard that we speak at but 200-300 words of language that diminishes your power. Avoid qualifiers,
per minute, but can listen to far more words per minute. The result: hedges and other figures of speech that dilute your message
as listeners our minds wander as we wait for the speaker to finish
and diminish your impact. Speak the language of success…
expressing his or her thoughts. What’s a listener to do while waitwithout qualification!
ing for the speaker to complete his or her statements? We let our
minds wander, we think of what to say next, we ponder our next
meal or allow ourselves to become distracted by the scenery, or
retreat to the caverns of our own mind. It’s natural.
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Who's In Charge
Of Your Meeting?
By Craig Harrison

By Craig Harrison's
Expressions of Excellence.
510/547-0664
www.ExpressionsOfExcellence.com

Meeting Management:
Avoiding An All-Meet Diet!
Craig Harrison
Whether you’re leading, facilitating or just
suffering from meetings, this presentation teaches
you everything you need to know to plan, stage and
recover from meetings, be they weekly, board or the
shareholder variety.
Learn by doing in this interactive program that
includes designing and presenting your own icebreakers, problem solving of real life meetings
messes, and utilization of meeting phraseology.
The higher up in a company you rise, the more
time you will spend in meetings. Yet you needn’t be
held captive by bad planning, poor manners and
endless meetings. It’s time you season your meetings!

Learning Objectives


Compute the high cost of meetings in your
organization and learn alternatives to meetings



Discover how to optimize your meeting
environment for maximum effect



Identify key elements for your written agendas



Construct your Meeting Toolkit



Understand the basics of Parliamentary Procedure



Customize your own Ice Breakers



Learn to recognize and thwart distractors



How to build in accountability



Evaluate the effectiveness of your meeting



Recognize gender and cultural issues at play



Learn about Ground Rules and Parking Lots.

How This Presentation is Delivered
Stories and scenarios, role plays and anecdotal
examples all play a large part in addressing the good,
the bad and the ugly of meetings, and how to generate maximum impact from yours. Attendees design
their own ice breakers, take turn conducting the
meeting and also playing common meeting roles in
mock meeting interludes throughout the program.

About Your Presenter
Leader Craig Harrison has chaired boards of
directors, presided over acrimonious council
meetings and walked through corporate minefields
as he’s led, facilitated and guided meetings in hightech, non-profit and public sector settings. His
articles on meetings, listening skills, brainstorming
and retreats have been published in Executive
Excellence, Transaction World and Toastmaster
magazines, and the San Francisco Chronicle. Craig’s
expert at using honesty, tact and humor, when
appropriate, to find common ground with meeting
participants, emphasizing inclusivity, respect and
dignity for all. Read related articles of Craig’s here:
www.ExpressionsOfExcellence.com/articles.html#Meetings

Beware of All-Meet Diets!
by Craig Harrison

Object to Missing Objectives
One of the primary difficulties in meetings is achieving the
desired objectives. When everyone knows the objectives, all
can be cognizant of their achievement. Don't lose sight of the
reason for the meeting. Post objectives at the top of your
agenda. At meeting’s end, reiterate the objectives and
determine if they’ve been met. If not, remind people of your
focus to keep objectives foremost in peoples’ mind.

Does the thought of running a meeting make you want to run
away? It needn't. You may actually be better equipped than
you realize to preside over meetings. With a pinch of
preparedness, a dash of common sense and a shot of
confidence you can meet meetings head on, and walk away
intact!
The Agenda — Your Roadmap to Success
With clear driving instructions it doesn't matter whether you
drive a motorcycle, Winnebago or hook & ladder fire truck;
the same holds true for meetings, whether in a business,
association or public setting. The written agenda is your
guidepost for where you and your other participants are going.
By sharing, in writing, the planned agenda, all will share your
understanding of the day's activities, and can help steer it.
Whenever possible, share the agenda in advance for your
meeting. Come meeting time it will steer you well.

Reports vs. Speeches
For committee meetings your officers, chairs or attendees
should be prepared to deliver summary reports stating the
facts as concisely as possible. Prepare to offer more details
only if and when requested. Reports cover highlights and
address problems or outstanding issues. They aren’t speeches!
If pictures are worth a thousand words, so too is a brief
handout with charts, tables or graphs. Many prefer data in
print for further reference so consider a handout in lieu of a
longwinded report. My tip to keep speakers focused: ask that
each report be given while standing.

What About Bob…and his Rules?
Meetings generally follow Robert's Rules of Order, whether
participants are Parliamentarians or not. Robert's Rules were
conceived to impose order and fairness in meetings. Many of
these rules are common sense. For instance, only one person
can speak at a time, or that the will of the majority prevails
while the rights of the minority are always taken into
consideration.

The Long and Winded Road
Many well-intentioned meetings get side-tracked by long
windedness or out of control discussions better handled in
smaller meetings or by committee. If your meeting is being
held hostage by such a discussion, appoint someone to chair a
subcommittee, promptly refer it to that group, and move on!
They can report back without draining the overall group’s
time.

Consider the following: a bunch of your friends are deciding
what to do this afternoon. One suggests "Hey, let's roller
blade in the park." Another says, "great idea, let's do it." One
person has just made a motion and another person "seconded"
it. That's Robert's Rules in action. Now others discuss it:
some are in favor, some would rather watch the 49ers on TV.
Soon it's time to decide what the group wants. (This is a call
for the vote.) Five vote to roller blade and two want to watch
the 49ers. The majority wins and the announcement is made:
“Blading we go.” That's how a main motion is handled.

Before Adjourning
Make sure to review (and have your meeting’s secretary
record) action items of each attendee before adjourning. This
reminder insures everyone leaves with the same
understanding, and helps record the group’s progress. Also set
the time for the next meeting. Remember, the more that gets
done between meetings the longer you may be able to go until
your next one.

Meet Them at the “Why”
Before you schedule your meeting, be sure you can answer
for yourself and others “why” your meeting is necessary. Can
its purpose be achieved via memo, e-mail, or a one-on-one
meeting? Remember, a twenty-minute meeting with eight
others represents three hours of company work time. Multiple
that times salaries of the attendees and you can begin to see
the high cost of meetings. Do the results justify the expense?
As for who is invited, make sure to have the people capable
of moving forward with the business at hand. Nothing
frustrates like realizing in mid-meeting that key decision
makers are missing.

While an all-meet diet can be hazardous to your health, good
things can and do come from meetings. When conducting
yours, remember to keep them professional, keep them fun
and mostly, keep them moving!

Craig's article first appeared in the February 25, 2001 edition of The San Francicso Chronicle newspaper
Copyright © 2000-2012 Craig Harrison. All Rights Reserved.
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It’s time to
…IDEATE
Use BRAINSTORMING to generate ideas:
INCREASE REVENUE, Solve problems,
boost productivity, Conceive new products
& events, stimulate productivity
SAVE MONEY & Disrupt stale thinking!
UNLEASH YOUR IDEAS! IT’S TIME YOU
leverage the mighty power of brainstorming and
learn how to Ideate, individually as a leader and as
a team, workgroup, department or organization. Just
say YES, And…!

About this program
This program combines theory
with practice. Concepts taught are
immediately applied in this highly
interactive presentation that helps participants improve

Struck in a rut? In need
of creative solutions? Looking to draw
on the wisdom and intuition of your colleagues?
Ideation is a process that helps you generate many
new ideas, see old problems in a new light and break
through mental boundaries we are ruled by on a
daily basis.

their listening and collaborative skills, experience team

This fast-paced, mind-altering program frees you
from stagnant thinking, helps you suspend judgment
and explore new connections and ideas, and see old
information in fresh and exciting ways.

games and activities, each with vital debriefs. Activities

Learning Objectives


Understand how to “accept the offer”
unequivocably.



Practice “yes…and” thinking.



Learn myriad techniques for ideating: freewriting,
mind-mapping, gamestorming and more to
activate your imagination.



Experience large and small group brainstorming,
“negative” brainstorming and other ideation
techniques to generate oodles of ideas
for work and play.

success, tap their own creativity
and understand their own
learning and communication
styles.
Beginning with fun warm-ups and introduction of basic
tenets, participants then engage in numerous improv
range from all-group to small group to triad and dyad
exercises.

About Your Facilitator
Craig Harrison has helped
clients from fields including
biotech, publishing, academia,
high tech and multiple nonprofits,
government agencies and boards of various
kinds to ideate. Whether envisioning exciting
futures, solving problems, launching new
products, planning strategically, clients express
their excellence and prosper through the power of
Ideation.

When You Hire CRAIG HARRISON…

Craig Harrison

Craig@ExpressionsOfExcellence.com

www.ExpressionsOfExcellence.com

(510) 547-0664

What’s In the Package?
A Commitment to Excellence
Craig partners with you to create the best possible experience for your
audience. From first contact, we make sure Craig’s the right speaker for
your company. If not, he’s happy to refer you to colleagues who present a better fit.
Assuming Craig’s the right speaker, what’s the right program? Craig has many. His detailed
descriptions describe benefits, style, experience and qualifications to help you make the best
determination. The enclosed promotional material, including references and a description
of his creative handouts, gives you a better understanding of what he delivers.
A Sincere Focus on the Needs of Your Audience
Craig identifies your audience’s needs and customizes accordingly, using a company profile,
pre-surveys from audience members, and discussions with you and key players, many times onsite.
Advanced PR
Craig provides you with all the ‘copy’ you need to promote, advertise and inform others
of his appearance. Sample articles, quotes from other clients, photos and even sound/video clips, can
set the stage for his appearance. Craig can contribute items to pre-event newsletters, printed programs,
and communiques. Need photos or electronic files? Consider it done!
Day of Event
Craig is available to arrive early and stay beyond his presentation, give interviews, pose for photos,
present awards and recognize others, or meet one-on-one with selected individuals.
Often, when giving a keynote, Craig can be booked for multiple programs in the same day.
Follow Up
By providing Craig with candid feedback, he can make sure that your needs have been met. End of
program evaluation forms are used, and follow-up calls are placed with you, to confirm complete
satisfaction and the meeting of all objectives.
Building A Relationship
Craig seeks your return business, whether through speaking, training, consulting or
coaching. Craig wishes to partner in your success, helping you Aspire & Achieve!

National Speakers Association (NSA)

Craig Harrison Craig@ExpressionsOfExcellence.com

www. ExpressionsOfExcellence.com

(510) 547-0664

Code of Professional Ethics
To establish and maintain public confidence in the professionalism, honesty, ability
and integrity of the professional speaker is fundamental to the future success of the
National Speakers Association, its members, and the profession of speaking.
To this end, members of the Association have adopted and, as a condition of membership,
subscribe to this Code of Professional Ethics. By doing so, the members give notice that they
recognize the vital need to preserve and encourage fair and equitable practices among all
who are engaged in the profession of speaking. As a member of the NSA I pledge to:


Accurately represent qualifications and experience in both oral and written communications.



Act, operate my business, and speak on a high professional level so as to neither offend nor bring
discredit to the speaking profession.



Comply with the standards of NSA as set forth in its bylaws and this Code of Professional Ethics.



Exert diligence to understand the client’s organization, approaches and goals in advance of the
presentation.



Avoid using materials, titles and thematic creations originated by others, either orally or in
writing, unless approved by the originator.



Treat other speakers with professional courtesy, dignity and respect.



Maintain and respect the confidentiality of business or personal affairs of clients, agents and other
speakers.



Protect the public against fraud or unfair practices and shall attempt to eliminate from the
speaking profession all practices which bring discredit to the profession.



Not be a party to any agreement to unfairly limit or restrain access to the marketplace by any
other speaker, client or to the public, based upon economic factors, race, creed, color, sex, age,
disability or country of national origin of another speaker.

Members of the National Speakers Association are dedicated individuals sincerely concerned with
the interests of all who come in contact with the profession. To this end, NSA members subscribe to
this Professional Pledge:


We pledge ourselves to honesty and integrity; to pursue my profession and education to the end
that service to my clients shall always be maintained at the highest possible level.



We pledge ourselves to seek and maintain an equitable, honorable and cooperative
association with fellow members of the Association and with all others who may become a part of
my business and professional life.



We pledge ourselves to comply with the standards of the National Speakers Association
as set forth in its Bylaws and this Code of Professional Ethics.

